Form IM-CV

COVERAGE VALIDATION
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Fill out section A and B of this form before you start your monitoring duties.
For the school that has been randomly assigned to you, you need to firstly visit the commune health center that has
responsibility for the school.
At the commune health center:
(i) Request to speak with the head of the commune health center (or the senior commune health worker in charge at the
time of your visit). Fill out section C of this form as completely as possible.
(ii) Randomly select two class lists from the assigned primary school (see random selection guide below) and take these
lists to the school.
(iii) If the assigned primary school comprises satellite schools, randomly select one satellite school (see random selection
guide below) and take all class lists corresponding to this satellite school.
At the primary school:
(i) Request to speak with the head teacher (or teacher in charge at the time of your visit). Fill out section D of this form as
completely as possible.
(ii) After completing your interview with the head teacher, visit the two classes corresponding to the class lists randomly
selected earlier at the commune health center.
In each of these classes:
a) Randomly select two students (see random selection guide below).
b) Interview these students one-by-one. Fill out sections E and F of this form as completely as possible.
If the primary school has satellite schools:
(i) Visit the randomly selected satellite school immediately after completing the interviews in the main school.
(ii) Fill out sections I-L as completely as possible.

HOW TO FILL OUT THIS FORM
- Most questions require you to circle the appropriate answer
- Some questions can have more than possible one answer; circle all answers that apply
- Some questions require you to write information; please write clearly and legibly
KEY
Questions with this symbol require you to DIRECTLY ASK the
indicated person, and record their answer
Questions with this symbol require you to make an
OBSERVATION and to record what you see

ONCE COMPLETE, RETURN THIS FORM TO YOUR SUPERVISOR
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SECTION A: Fill in the following information about you and the date/time of your visit

SECTION A: MONITOR INFORMATION
A.1
A.2

Monitor Name
Monitor Phone Number

A.3

Date of Visit (DD-MM-YEAR)

SECTION B: Fill in the following information about the commune health center and primary school
assigned to you for monitoring

SECTION B: COMMUNE AND SCHOOL INFORMATION
B.1
B.2
B.3
B.4
B.5

Province
District
Commune
School Name
School Code

SECTION C: Complete the following section by interviewing the head of the commune health center. If
the head is not present, interview the commune health worker in charge at the time of your visit

SECTION C: INTERVIEW WITH HEAD OF COMMUNE HEALTH CENTER
C.1
C.2

Did deworming happen in this
commune last week?

A: Yes

Only ask if answer to C.1 is A:
Yes

A: April 28

What date did deworming
taking place?
C.3

Only ask if answer to C.1 is B:
No
Why did
happen?

deworming

not

B: No
B: April 29
C: May 4
D: Other date: (specify: _____________________________________________)
A: Was not informed
B: Deworming will happen on another day instead
specify date and reason for delaying:

C: Deworming already happened (specify date:______________________________)
D: Not enough time to arrange deworming
E: Other (specify:_____________________________________________________)
C.4

Was there a separate mop-up
day
performed
in
the
commune?

A: Yes; performed at the school
B: Yes; performed at the commune health center
C: Yes; performed somewhere else
(specify:)_________________________________________________________)
D: No; there is no formal mop-up day in this commune
E: Children are encouraged to attend the commune health center at any time to
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receive deworming medication
F: Not aware how mop-up day is arranged
C.5

C.6

Ask the commune health
worker to show you the
commune reporting form
Is it present at the commune
health center?
Is the commune reporting
form complete?

A: Available
B: Not available
C: No copy was kept at the commune health center – the original was sent to the
district health center
A: Yes
B: No
C: In the process of being completed
D: Already sent to district health center

C.7

C.8

C.9

C.10

C.11

C.12

How many children are
enrolled in the commune,
according to the commune
reporting form?
Fill in the table to the right as
completely as possible.
How many children are
reported as being dewormed,
according to the commune
reporting form?
Fill in the table to the right as
completely as possible.
How
many
non-enrolled
children are reported as being
dewormed, according to the
commune reporting form?

# Boys

A: On or before May 9

not

# Girls

TOTAL

Dewormed

dewormed

# of non-enrolled children
dewormed

Only ask if answer to C.10 is
A: Yes

form

# Boys
Dewormed
# of children dewormed

A: Yes

Why was the
submitted?

TOTAL

# of enrolled children

Has this form (the original or a
copy) been submitted to the
district health center?

When was the form submitted
to the district health center?
Only ask if answer to C.10 is
B: No

# Girls

B: No
C: Don’t know
E: Other (specify:____________________________________________________)
F: Don’t know/not my responsibility
A: Wasn’t aware that it had to be submitted to the district health center
B: Wasn’t aware of the dates for submission
C: Didn’t have time to complete the data in time
D: Deworming wasn’t completed in the commune in time
(specify:___________________________________________________________)
E: Other (specify:____________________________________________________)
F: Don’t know/not my responsibility

C.13

How was the commune
reporting form completed?

A: Use the class lists to count the number of children dewormed in each class
B: Other (specify:)____________________________________________________)
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C: Don’t know
C.14

C.15

C.16

Ask the commune health
worker to show you the
individual class lists that were
used on the days of
deworming to record the
children for the selected
primary school that you will
visit.
Are these forms present at the
commune health center?
Only ask if answer to C.14 is B:
No
Why are these forms not
available?
Count the number of ticks in
each of the class lists.
Fill in the numbers in the table
as completely as possible.
If the class lists are kept at the
school, complete this table
when you interview the head
teacher (see D.8)

A: Yes
B: No

A: they were discarded after the commune reporting form was completed
B: they are kept at the school
C: other (specify:____________________________________________________)
D: Don’t know
Total # of Boys

Total # of Girls

TOTAL # of children

dewormed in
commune

dewormed in
commune

dewormed in the
commune

Number obtained
from your
counting of the
class lists
Number reported
in commune
reporting form
(see question
C.8)

Upon completion of the interview with the commune health worker, randomly select class lists
following the system described below:
 for the school (main school) that has been assigned to you, randomly select two class lists
 additionally, in the event that the assigned primary school comprises a satellite school, all
class lists for the satellite school will be selected
o in the event that more than one satellite school is attached to the assigned primary
school, randomly select one satellite school - all class lists from this satellite school
will be selected.
 if the class lists are kept at the school, this random selection process (for both main and
satellite school) will be conducted in consultation with the head-teacher when you visit the
school.
Request permission to take these randomly selected class lists to the schools to perform the second
phase of coverage validation (tell the commune health worker that you will return them afterwards).
 if the commune health staff do not permit the removal of the original class lists, request
copies to be made.
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SECTION D: Complete the following section by interviewing the head teacher of the school. If the head
teacher is not present, interview the teacher in charge at the time of your visit

SECTION D: INTERVIEW WITH HEAD TEACHER
D.1
D.2

Did deworming happen in this
school last week?

A: Yes

Only ask if answer to D.1 is A:
Yes

A: April 28

What date did deworming taking
place?
D.3

Only ask if answer to D.1 is B: No
Why did
happen?

deworming

not

B: No
B: April 29
C: May 4
D: Other date: (specify: _____________________________________________
A: Was not informed
B: Deworming will happen on another day instead
specify date and reason for delaying:

C: Deworming already happened (specify date:______________________________)
D: Not enough time to arrange deworming
E: Other (specify:_____________________________________________________)
D.4

Was there a separate mop-up
day performed in the school?

A: Yes
B: No; mop-up day was performed at the commune health center
C: No; mop-up day was performed somewhere else
(specify:)_________________________________________________________)
D: No mop-up day was arranged in the commune

D.5

D.6
D.7

Only ask if answer to D.4 is A:
Yes
When did mop-up day happen?
Does this primary school have
satellite schools?
Only ask if answer to D.6 is A:
Yes
How many satellite schools are
there?

A: on May 4
B: any other date
(specify:__________________________________________________________)
A: Yes
B: No
A: 1
B: 2
C: 3
D: 4
E: 5
F: 6 or more (specify:_______________________________________________)

D.8

Only ask if answer to D.6 is A:
Yes
Fill in the information in Section
D-2 for each satellite school
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D.9

Only complete if C.16 could not
be completed at the commune
health center.
If the class lists used during
deworming are kept at the
school, complete the table in
C.16

SECTION D-2: Fill in the following information based on information provided by the head teacher (or
teacher in charge) for question D.8

SECTION D-2: INFORMATION ABOUT SATELLITE SCHOOLS
Location

Number
of Students

Number
of classes

Distance
from main
school (Km)

Contact Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Request permission from the head teacher (or teacher in charge) to visit the two classes
corresponding to the class lists that you randomly selected at the commune health center. If the class
lists are kept at the school, conduct the random selection of the class lists in consultation with the
head teacher (or teacher in charge), according to the instructions listed in section C above.
SECTION E. Visit the FIRST of the two classes corresponding to the two randomly selected class lists.
Upon arrival at the class:
 explain the purpose of your visit to the class teacher
 randomly select two children
o choose child #5 and #10 from the class list
o if these children are not in attendance, chose the next child sequentially in the list (e.g.
if child #5 in the class list is not present, choose child #6 from the class list)
 ask the teacher for permission to speak with the randomly selected children. Speak with the
children one-by-one outside the classroom
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SECTION E: INTERVIEW WITH STUDENTS – RANDOMLY SELECTED CLASS #1
- Complete this section by interviewing the FIRST randomly selected child.
E.1.1
Is the teacher present during the A: Yes
interview?
B: No
E.2.1

E.3.1

E.4.1

Did you receive medicine at school
last week?

A: Yes

Does the child’s answer in E.2.1
correspond to what is recorded in the
class list? (look at the class list and
verify if the child’s name is/is not
ticked-off in the class list)
Only ask if answer to E.2.1 is B: No

A: Yes

Why did you not receive medicine
last week?

E.5.1

IF THE CHILD DID NOT RECEIVE A
TABLET, THIS IS THE LAST
QUESTION; Please thank the child
for their participation.
Do you know what the medicine was
for? (do not prompt)

B: No

B: No

A: I was absent last week
B: I wasn’t feeling well at the time
C: I was taking other medication at the time
D: My parents did not sign the permission form
E: The commune health worker wouldn’t give it to me as I hadn’t eaten anything
before coming to schools
F: I didn’t want to take the tablet
G: Other (specify:_________________________________________________)
A: To treat worms
B: To treat anything else
(specify:_____________________________________________________)
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

E.6.1

Who gave you the medicine?

A: Commune health worker
B: Teacher
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

E.7.1

What type of medicine was given
out? (prompt the child with options)

A: Tablet
B: Liquid/syrup
C: Injection
D: Other

E.8.1

E.9.1

Only ask if answer to E.7.1 is A:
Tablet
How many tablets were you given?
Only ask if answer to E.7.1 is A:
Tablet
Do you remember the color of the
tablet? (do not prompt)

A: 1
B: >1
C: Don’t remember
A: White
B: Any other color
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

- Complete this section by interviewing the SECOND randomly selected child.
E.1.2
Is the teacher present during the A: Yes
interview?
B: No
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E.2.2

E.3.2

E.4.2

Did you receive medicine at school
last week?

A: Yes

Does the child’s answer in E.2.2
correspond to what is recorded in the
class list? (look at the class list and
verify if the child’s name is/is not
ticked-off in the class list)
Only ask if answer to E.2.2 is B: No

A: Yes

Why did you not receive medicine?

B: No

B: No

A: I was absent last week
B: I wasn’t feeling well at the time
C: I was taking other medication at the time
D: My parents did not sign the permission form

E.5.2

IF THE CHILD DID NOT RECEIVE A
TABLET, THIS IS THE LAST
QUESTION; Please thank the child
for their participation.

E: The commune health worker wouldn’t give it to me as I hadn’t eaten anything
before coming to schools

Do you know what the medicine was
for? (do not prompt)

A: To treat worms

F: I didn’t want to take the tablet
G: Other (specify:_________________________________________________)
B: To treat anything else
(specify:_____________________________________________________)
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

E.6.2

Who gave you the medicine?

A: Commune health worker
B: Teacher
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

E.7.2

What type of medicine was given
out? (prompt the child with options)

A: Tablet
B: Liquid/syrup
C: Injection
D: Other

E.8.2

E.9.2

Only ask if answer to E.7.2 is A:
Tablet
How many tablets were you given?
Only ask if answer to E.7.2 is A:
Tablet
Do you remember the color of the
tablet? (do not prompt)

A: 1
B: >1
C: Don’t remember
A: White
B: Any other color
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

SECTION F. Visit the SECOND of the two classes corresponding to the two randomly selected class lists.
Upon arrival at the class:
 explain the purpose of your visit to the class teacher
 randomly select three children
o choose child #5 and #10 from the class list
o if these children are not in attendance, chose the next child sequentially in the list (e.g.
if child #5 in the class list is not present, choose child #6 from the class list)
 ask the teacher for permission to speak with the randomly selected children. Speak with the
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children one-by-one outside the classroom

SECTION F: INTERVIEW WITH STUDENTS – RANDOMLY SELECTED CLASS #2
- Complete this section by interviewing the FIRST randomly selected child.
F.1.1
Is the teacher present during the A: Yes
interview?
B: No
F.2.1

F.3.1

F.4.1

Did you receive medicine at school
last week?

A: Yes

Does the child’s answer in F.2.1
correspond to what is recorded in the
class list? (look at the class list and
verify if the child’s name is/is not
ticked-off in the class list)
Only ask if answer to F.2.1 is B: No

A: Yes

Why did you not receive medicine
last week?

F.5.1

IF THE CHILD DID NOT RECEIVE A
TABLET, THIS IS THE LAST
QUESTION; Please thank the child
for their participation.
Do you know what the medicine was
for? (do not prompt)

B: No

B: No

A: I was absent last week
B: I wasn’t feeling well at the time
C: I was taking other medication at the time
D: My parents did not sign the permission form
E: The commune health worker wouldn’t give it to me as I hadn’t eaten anything
before coming to schools
F: I didn’t want to take the tablet
G: Other (specify:_________________________________________________)
A: To treat worms
B: To treat anything else
(specify:_____________________________________________________)
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

F.6.1

Who gave you the medicine?

A: Commune health worker
B: Teacher
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

F.7.1

What type of medicine was given
out? (prompt the child with options)

A: Tablet
B: Liquid/syrup
C: Injection
D: Other

F.8.1

F.9.1

Only ask if answer to F.7.1 is A:
Tablet
How many tablets were you given?
Only ask if answer to F.7.1 is A:
Tablet
Do you remember the color of the
tablet? (do not prompt)

A: 1
B: >1
C: Don’t remember
A: White
B: Any other color
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

- Complete this section by interviewing the SECOND randomly selected child.
F.1.2
Is the teacher present during the A: Yes
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F.2.2

F.3.2

F.4.2

interview?

B: No

Did you receive medicine at school
last week?

A: Yes

Does the child’s answer in F.2.2
correspond to what is recorded in the
class list? (look at the class list and
verify if the child’s name is/is not
ticked-off in the class list)
Only ask if answer to F.2.2 is B: No

A: Yes

Why did you not receive medicine?

B: No

B: No

A: I was absent last week
B: I wasn’t feeling well at the time
C: I was taking other medication at the time
D: My parents did not sign the permission form

F.5.2

IF THE CHILD DID NOT RECEIVE A
TABLET, THIS IS THE LAST
QUESTION; Please thank the child
for their participation.

E: The commune health worker wouldn’t give it to me as I hadn’t eaten anything
before coming to schools

Do you know what the medicine was
for? (do not prompt)

A: To treat worms

F: I didn’t want to take the tablet
G: Other (specify:_________________________________________________)
B: To treat anything else
(specify:_____________________________________________________)
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

F.6.2

Who gave you the medicine?

A: Commune health worker
B: Teacher
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

F.7.2

What type of medicine was given
out? (prompt the child with options)

A: Tablet
B: Liquid/syrup
C: Injection
D: Other

F.8.2

F.9.2

Only ask if answer to F.7.2 is A:
Tablet
How many tablets were you given?
Only ask if answer to F.7.2 is A:
Tablet
Do you remember the color of the
tablet? (do not prompt)

A: 1
B: >1
C: Don’t remember
A: White
B: Any other color
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

SECTION G: Use this section if necessary to expand upon comments from any of the sections above or
to capture information not addressed.

SECTION G: COMMENTS ABOUT COVERAGE VALIDATION AT MAIN SCHOOL
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If the primary school does not have any satellites, the monitoring visit is complete.
 Return to the commune health center to return the class lists (or return the class lists to the head teacher if they are stored
at the school).
 Provide this form to your supervisor

If the primary school has 1 or more satellite school:
 Proceed to the satellite school that was randomly selected earlier. Fill our section I.

 Speak with the senior teacher. Fill out section J of this form as completely as possible.
 Randomly select two classes and speak with two children from each of these classes. Complete sections I-L of this form as
completely as possible.

SECTION I: Fill in the following information about the satellite school selected for monitoring

SECTION I: SATELLITE SCHOOL INFORMATION
I.1

School Location

I.2

Number
enrolled

of

students

SECTION J: Complete the following section by interviewing the senior teacher of the satellite school. If
there is no ‘senior’ teacher, select one of the teachers to interview.

SECTION J: INTERVIEW WITH TEACHER (SATELLITE SCHOOL)
J.1
J.2

Did deworming happen in this
school last week?

A: Yes

Only ask if answer to J.1 is A: Yes

A: April 28

What date did deworming taking

B: No
B: April 29
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place?

C: May 4
D: Other date: (specify: _____________________________________________)

J.3

Only ask if answer to J.1 is B: No
Why did
happen?

deworming

not

A: Was not informed
B: Deworming will happen on another day instead
specify date and reason for delaying:

C: Deworming already happened (specify date:______________________________)
D: Not enough time to arrange deworming
E: Other (specify:_____________________________________________________)
J.4

Was there a separate mop-up
day performed in the school?

A: Yes
B: No; mop-up day was performed at the commune health center
C: No; mop-up day was performed somewhere else
(specify:)_________________________________________________________)
D: No mop-up day was arranged in the commune
E: Children are encouraged to attend the commune health center at any time to
receive deworming medication
F: Not aware how mop-up day is arranged

If the satellite school has more than two classes, randomly select two classes to visit. If there are two
classes or less, all classes will be visited. Complete section K and L below, depending on the number of
classes at the satellite school.
SECTION K. Visit the FIRST of the two randomly selected classes. Upon arrival at the class:
 explain the purpose of your visit to the class teacher
 randomly select two children
o choose child #5 and #10 from the class list
o if these children are not in attendance, chose the next child sequentially in the list (e.g.
if child #5 in the class list is not present, choose child #6 from the class list)
 ask the teacher for permission to speak with the randomly selected children. Speak with the
children one-by-one outside the classroom

SECTION K: INTERVIEW WITH STUDENTS – RANDOMLY SELECTED CLASS #1 (SATELLITE SCHOOL)
- Complete this section by interviewing the FIRST randomly selected child.
K.1.1
Is the teacher present during the A: Yes
interview?
B: No
K.2.1

K.3.1

Did you receive medicine at school
last week?

A: Yes

Does the child’s answer in K.2.1
correspond to what is recorded in the
class list? (look at the class list and
verify if the child’s name is/is not

A: Yes

B: No

B: No
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K.4.1

ticked-off in the class list)
Only ask if answer to K.2.1 is B: No
Why did you not receive medicine
last week?

K.5.1

IF THE CHILD DID NOT RECEIVE A
TABLET, THIS IS THE LAST
QUESTION; Please thank the child
for their participation.
Do you know what the medicine was
for? (do not prompt)

A: I was absent last week
B: I wasn’t feeling well at the time
C: I was taking other medication at the time
D: My parents did not sign the permission form
E: The commune health worker wouldn’t give it to me as I hadn’t eaten anything
before coming to schools
F: I didn’t want to take the tablet
G: Other (specify:_________________________________________________)
A: To treat worms
B: To treat anything else
(specify:_____________________________________________________)
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

K.6.1

Who gave you the medicine?

A: Commune health worker
B: Teacher
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

K.7.1

What type of medicine was given
out? (prompt the child with options)

A: Tablet
B: Liquid/syrup
C: Injection
D: Other

K.8.1

J.9.1

Only ask if answer to K.7.1 is A:
Tablet
How many tablets were you given?
Only ask if answer to K.7.1 is A:
Tablet
Do you remember the color of the
tablet? (do not prompt)

A: 1
B: >1
C: Don’t remember
A: White
B: Any other color
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

- Complete this section by interviewing the SECOND randomly selected child.
K.1.2
Is the teacher present during the A: Yes
interview?
B: No
K.2.2

K.3.2

K.4.2

Did you receive medicine at school
last week?

A: Yes

Does the child’s answer in K.2.2
correspond to what is recorded in the
class list? (look at the class list and
verify if the child’s name is/is not
ticked-off in the class list)
Only ask if answer to K.2.2 is B: No

A: Yes

Why did you not receive medicine?

B: No

B: No

A: I was absent last week
B: I wasn’t feeling well at the time
C: I was taking other medication at the time
D: My parents did not sign the permission form
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K.5.2

IF THE CHILD DID NOT RECEIVE A
TABLET, THIS IS THE LAST
QUESTION; Please thank the child
for their participation.

E: The commune health worker wouldn’t give it to me as I hadn’t eaten anything
before coming to schools

Do you know what the medicine was
for? (do not prompt)

A: To treat worms

F: I didn’t want to take the tablet
G: Other (specify:_________________________________________________)
B: To treat anything else
(specify:_____________________________________________________)
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

K.6.2

Who gave you the medicine?

A: Commune health worker
B: Teacher
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

K.7.2

What type of medicine was given
out? (prompt the child with options)

A: Tablet
B: Liquid/syrup
C: Injection
D: Other

K.8.2

K.9.2

Only ask if answer to K.7.2 is A:
Tablet
How many tablets were you given?
Only ask if answer to K.7.2 is A:
Tablet
Do you remember the color of the
tablet? (do not prompt)

A: 1
B: >1
C: Don’t remember
A: White
B: Any other color
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

SECTION L. Visit the SECOND of the two randomly selected classes. Upon arrival at the class:
 explain the purpose of your visit to the class teacher
 randomly select two children
o choose child #5 and #10 from the class list
o if these children are not in attendance, chose the next child sequentially in the list (e.g.
if child #5 in the class list is not present, choose child #6 from the class list)
 ask the teacher for permission to speak with the randomly selected children. Speak with the
children one-by-one outside the classroom

SECTION L: INTERVIEW WITH STUDENTS – RANDOMLY SELECTED CLASS #2 (SATELLITE SCHOOL)
- Complete this section by interviewing the FIRST randomly selected child.
L.1.1
Is the teacher present during the A: Yes
interview?
B: No
L.2.1

L.3.1

Did you receive medicine at school
last week?

A: Yes

Does the child’s answer in L.2.1
correspond to what is recorded in the
class list? (look at the class list and
verify if the child’s name is/is not

A: Yes

B: No

B: No
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L.4.1

ticked-off in the class list)
Only ask if answer to L.2.1 is B: No
Why did you not receive medicine
last week?

L.5.1

IF THE CHILD DID NOT RECEIVE A
TABLET, THIS IS THE LAST
QUESTION; Please thank the child
for their participation.
Do you know what the medicine was
for? (do not prompt)

A: I was absent last week
B: I wasn’t feeling well at the time
C: I was taking other medication at the time
D: My parents did not sign the permission form
E: The commune health worker wouldn’t give it to me as I hadn’t eaten anything
before coming to schools
F: I didn’t want to take the tablet
G: Other (specify:_________________________________________________)
A: To treat worms
B: To treat anything else
(specify:_____________________________________________________)
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

L.6.1

Who gave you the medicine?

A: Commune health worker
B: Teacher
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

L.7.1

What type of medicine was given
out? (prompt the child with options)

A: Tablet
B: Liquid/syrup
C: Injection
D: Other

L.8.1

L.9.1

Only ask if answer to L.7.1 is A:
Tablet
How many tablets were you given?
Only ask if answer to L.7.1 is A:
Tablet
Do you remember the color of the
tablet? (do not prompt)

A: 1
B: >1
C: Don’t remember
A: White
B: Any other color
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

- Complete this section by interviewing the SECOND randomly selected child.
L.1.2
Is the teacher present during the A: Yes
interview?
B: No
L.2.2

L.3.2

L.4.2

Did you receive medicine at school
last week?

A: Yes

Does the child’s answer in L.2.2
correspond to what is recorded in the
class list? (look at the class list and
verify if the child’s name is/is not
ticked-off in the class list)
Only ask if answer to L.2.2 is B: No

A: Yes

Why did you not receive medicine?

B: No

B: No

A: I was absent last week
B: I wasn’t feeling well at the time
C: I was taking other medication at the time
D: My parents did not sign the permission form
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L.5.2

IF THE CHILD DID NOT RECEIVE A
TABLET, THIS IS THE LAST
QUESTION; Please thank the child
for their participation.

E: The commune health worker wouldn’t give it to me as I hadn’t eaten anything
before coming to schools

Do you know what the medicine was
for? (do not prompt)

A: To treat worms

F: I didn’t want to take the tablet
G: Other (specify:_________________________________________________)
B: To treat anything else
(specify:_____________________________________________________)
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

L.6.2

Who gave you the medicine?

A: Commune health worker
B: Teacher
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

L.7.2

What type of medicine was given
out? (prompt the child with options)

A: Tablet
B: Liquid/syrup
C: Injection
D: Other

L.8.2

L.9.2

Only ask if answer to L.7.2 is A:
Tablet
How many tablets were you given?
Only ask if answer to L.7.2 is A:
Tablet
Do you remember the color of the
tablet? (do not prompt)

A: 1
B: >1
C: Don’t remember
A: White
B: Any other color
C: Don’t know/don’t remember

SECTION M: Use this section if necessary to expand upon comments from any of the sections above or
to capture information not addressed.

SECTION M: COMMENTS ABOUT COVERAGE VALIDATION AT SATELLITE SCHOOL

The monitoring visit is now complete.
 Return to the commune health center to return the class lists (or return the main school if the class lists are stored at the
main school)
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